Monday, May 1, 2017, 5:30 p.m.

3rd Annual Grand Central Forum & Judith S. Kaye Arbitration Lecture

Meg Kinnear in conversation with Richard Kreindler

Ticketing and registration information to follow

Meg Kinnear
Secretary-General of the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID)

Ms. Kinnear joined ICSID in June 2009. She worked as Senior General Counsel (2006-2009) and Director General of the Trade Law Bureau of Canada (1999-2006). Prior to this, Ms. Kinnear also worked as the Executive Assistant to the Deputy Minister of Justice of Canada (1996-1998) and Counsel in the Civil Litigation Section of the Canadian Department of Justice (1984-1996).

Ms. Kinnear has frequently spoken on and published with respect to international investment law and procedure, including as a co-author of Investment Disputes under NAFTA (Kluwer Law Publications, June 2006; updated editions released January 2018 and June 2009).

Richard Kreindler
Partner, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP (Frankfurt/New York)

Richard has acted as counsel, arbitrator and expert in several hundred international commercial and investment-treaty based disputes under the major U.S. and international arbitral rules and regimes, with a focus on energy, post-M&A, infrastructure and intellectual property. He is also a Professor of Law at the University of Münster, Germany and a Fellow and Chartered Arbitrator of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators, London. His lectures at the Hague Academy of International Law were published in Vol. 361 of the Collected Courses. He was Chair of the global working group resulting in the IBA Rules on Taking of Evidence in International Arbitration (2010).

Grand Central Forum & Judith S. Kaye Arbitration Lecture

In January 2016, the New York legal community lost a visionary leader: the Hon. Judith S. Kaye. In addition to her twenty-five years of service on the New York Court of Appeals, Judge Kaye was the Founding Chair of NYIAC, to which she brought her characteristic dedication and verve. In her honor, the NYIAC Board of Directors established the Judith S. Kaye Arbitration Lecture, to be given annually in conjunction with the Grand Central Forum. Click for coverage of the 2016 and 2015 events.